Digital Futures is a research institute jointly established by KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm University and RISE Research Institutes of Sweden. We bring solutions to great societal challenges, in Sweden and globally.

About us

Upcoming seminars

Digital - Horizon Europe

Implementation

Title: User-Centric Cell-Free Massive Access Networks
Speaker: Özlem Tuğrul

Digitalize in Stockholm 19-20 October 2022

Join the conversation about the futures of higher education

Digital Futures Scholar in Residence Programme

Meet neuroscientist Ulrich – Microsystems Engineering, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, KTH Royal Institute of Technology

Upcomiing events & workshops

Digital Futures Summer School...

More about Ulrich Egert...

Open calls

Digital Futures Operations Team. With a degree in Sustainable Urban Planning and a Masters in Business Administration, she will be...

Upcoming courses & tutorials

Digital Futures Scholar in Residence Programme

Stay tuned on Digitalize in Sthlm '22 website

Digital Futures Summer Research Internships Programme

Latest news & stories

Digital Europe and Horizon Europe – the bachelor’s and master’s levels to conduct research under the guidance of researchers from different summer!

The Summer Research Internship Programme – an ideal way to have a different summer!

A visit to Scania Autonomous Systems in Södertälje was much appreciated by the interns.

Digitalize in Stockholm

COVID-19 - information for guest speakers during 2022.

Look forward to many more exciting seminars, workshops and distinguished lectures, Curtain talks, Fly-high Fika or Dive-deep High and Dive Deep lunch seminars...

NEWSLETTER

Join the conversation about the futures of higher education on Digitalize in Stockholm 19-20 October 2022

Open call - Scholar in Residence Programme

Open call for Demonstrator projects 2022-11-07

Don't miss the opportunity to apply for the Digital Futures Scholar in Residence Programme!

Sign up for event invitations here

Stay tuned on Digitalize in Sthlm '22 website

Digital Futures Summer School...

More about Vendela Hasselberg...

A career workshop with talks, panels, and discussions on the topic of automation, covering both advantages and potential risks of deploying AI, specifically, higher education automation...

AI Imaginaries in Education: Digital Futures for Education: Art and Storytelling

The basic questions about Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)

Title: Artificial General Intelligence
Speaker: Prof. Johan Håstad

When you attend. A broad range of disciplines will be able to participate in the training course, and a project part. Participants from a wide variety of backgrounds are welcome to attend.

Artificial General Intelligence 8-days PhD course on Artificial General Intelligence

Next deadline: 2022-08-11

The course consists of a theoretical part and a project part. The course is open to master’s students, PhD students, professionals, and the general public.

Digital Futures Scholar in Residence Programme

Applications are possible every three months.

Opportunities to meet inspiring role models and network with each other. We cover...